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ABSTRACT

Tool support has become a key success factor in software product Line Engineering due to vast increase of complexity in today’s software intensive system. The objectives of my paper are to develop a quality model to provide a framework for evaluating quality of SPL tools and secondly to validate this proposed quality model on two product line tools by conducting an experimental study which will be useful for researchers, academicians, professionals and vendor organizations to learn, improve or upgrade the functionality of the tools.

INTRODUCTION

Software Product Lines (SPL) has emerged as a significant approach for efficiently developing various software products. SPL is the most promising and leading trend to successfully build different products as it offers high productivity, decreased market time, substantial product cost savings and massive quality improvement. Effective tool support is compulsory in PLE. Tools need to be flexible and adaptable in order to support particular requirements and needs of engineers in different development contexts. Moreover, Product line practice in the software industry is a not too much old concept and since last some years, it has taken great momentum as almost all world’s leading organizations.

PROBLEM STATEMENT

Software Product Line Engineering is a methodology for producing multiple products of the same family by sharing common core assets which includes documentations, codes, test plans and architectures and other artifacts. As Product Line Engineering (PLE) comprises of many heterogeneous activities, Software has become more complex in terms of its inherited features. A huge number of CASE (Computer Aided Software Engineering) tools have been produced to assists tasks in a software development process since the end of 1970’s.
METHODOLOGY

This study consists of two phases in order to achieve the objectives mentioned earlier. The first phase is to formulate the quality model for evaluating the quality of SPL tools. The Second phase is to evaluate the quality of two products line tools in order to validate the newly proposed model.

PRODUCT LINE QUALITY MODEL

To evaluate any software product, it is pivotal to select some relevant quality characteristics by using any quality model that is closer to evaluate such type of products. Although a number of research studies have been conducted on the quality of different software systems that were developed from traditional software development methodologies, but despite of all that, literature on how to measure quality of product line products and tools that behave as the major role for products line development have not been considered by researchers.

EVALUATING PRODUCT LINE TOOLS

In the scope of this phase, experimental study was performed to evaluate in detail the two tools of product line on the basis of their non-functional factors. Quantitative analysis of the tools was performed on the basis of four major quality requirements i.e. Usability, performance, memory consumption and reliability, and comparison will be performed between two particular product line tools. All these quality requirements were tested with different strategies as their nature is different.

1 Selection of Tools

For evaluating tools of Software Product Line, the very major task was the selection of the tools. For the accomplishment of this task, the first major preference was to download such tools that were commercially used a lot. Second preference was given to such tools that were available free for download.

2 Installation of Tools

Installing the tools was a very challenging experience. These tools were free to download, but their installation process was really ambiguous, especially of Feature IDE. However, tools were downloaded from their official websites. Installation guides found from their official websites really proved helpful in installing these tools.
3 Usability testing of PL tools

The purpose of usability evaluation is to identify the problems with the user interfaces like the tools ability to be easier to use, learnable and understandable when the tools are used in a specified environment.

3.1 Evaluation designing

For usability testing evaluation, evaluators were categorized in 3 groups i.e. advanced and new users.

- **Non-expert Users**: The users had no experience in product line engineering.
- **Expert Users**: Users who had some domain knowledge of software product line engineering.
- **Author**: Author who acted having no domain knowledge.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sr.</th>
<th>Evaluators</th>
<th>No. of users</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Expert system</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Non expert users</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>Author</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.2 Test environment

Author’s site was chosen as test environment for usability testing. In order to get best results, controlled environment set as both tools were downloaded on separately machines.

3.3 Test conduction

According to the tasks lists the users had to interact with the tools and performed the tasks that were given in the list. Before the experiment, author gave brief description of the tasks and provides some guidelines for performing the task.

4 Reliability testing of PL tools

Reliability was the second quality factor to evaluate on feature IDE and Varmod. Here the discussion is about the reliability evaluation on the product line tools; it contains the information about the assessment methods for reliability.
4.1 Evaluation designing

The testing of reliability scenario was different. For the reliability evaluation, strategy was to run the software for thousands of hour in real scenarios and then observed its behavior. To measure the reliability of software product line tools, author did run the tools in segment of hours for the period of 40 days. Chunk of maximum 5 hours were used for one day evaluation.

4.2 Test environment

The author sites were chosen for reliability testing. There were two important reasons for selecting author’s site as a testing environment for reliability evaluation. First reason was that only the author acted as evaluator for observing behavior of both product line tools on each day and second reason was the load shedding limitation.

4.3 Test conduction

Author observed the tools on each day and noted the running time of tools and the number of crashes found in excel sheet. After a certain time period, the total number of hours running and the identified faults for each tool separately was calculated to find the mean failure of both tools.

5 Performance testing of tools

It means to test software under expected workload to ensure that it will perform well in such conditions. There can be different dimensions of measuring the performance testing of the tools such as response time, scalability, loading time and many more feature and functionalities are supported by the software system.

5.1 Evaluation designing

For testing of tool’s performance capability, author set some asks to be performed on both tools. Each task had varying level of difficulty. The author acted as observer to check the performance of tools.

5.2 Test Environment

The author site’s is chosen as author only participated in testing performance of PL tools as only running time had to calculate which is to be done by author.
5.3 Test Conduction

To test the reliability of Feature IDE and Varmod tasks were divided into two levels: low and medium level.

6 Memory Consumption testing of PL tools

The last quality factor to evaluate on Feature IDE and varmod tools is ‘memory consumption’. How much memory each tool consume in performing the projects? The objective of this evaluation is to find out which tool between both tools takes more memory in execution environment by selecting no. of features as testing criteria to check the memory consumed by each tool.

6.1 Evaluation designing

For memory testing, firstly checked the official websites of both SPL tools to get information about the resource utilization and memory consumption, installation packages, Supporting applications and plug-ins, additional required platforms, system resources and operating systems.

6.2 Test conduction

The goal of this evaluation is to check that whether system is able to fulfill requirements of size or not in a specific workload.

RESULTS

In this section, the obtained results of the quality factors have been analyzed and discussed possible reasons behind the results which differentiate or resemble the results of the tools.

1 Usability

Usability testing results were collected by after observing the tool’s behavior upon performing of tasks by evaluators.

2 Reliability

Reliability testing results were collected after observing the tool’s behavior upon performing different tasks on each day for different durations.
3 Performance

Performance testing results were collected after observing the tool’s behavior on the basis of response time upon performing different tasks.

4 Memory Consumption

Firstly, specifications for the both SPL tools to be installed on any machine were explored by the author. Then, to observe the memory consumed by both tools in modeling diagrams were mentioned.

CONCLUSION

This study proposes a model for evaluating the quality of tools and the products of software product lines. There are two contributions that are provided by this work including proposing the quality model for product line tools and products evaluation. Some quality characteristics were chosen from ISO model as it is the base of our newly proposed model. Secondly, offering the comparison between software product line tools to suggest which tools suite is better for particular situations.
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